List of JQR essays most often downloaded from Project Muse in 2011

Amnon Raz-Krakotzkin, “Jewish Memory between Exile and History” JQR 97.4 (2007)

Moshe Idel, “Multiple Forms of Redemption in Kabbalah and Hasidism” JQR 101.1 (2011)


Beth A. Berkowitz, “’The Limits of 'Their Laws': Ancient Rabbinic Controversies about Jewishness (and Non-Jewishness)” JQR 99.1 (2009)

Boaz Huss, “All You Need Is LAV: Madonna and Postmodern Kabbalah” JQR 95.4 (2005)


Jonathan Klawans, “Josephus, the Rabbis, and Responses to Catastrophes Ancient and Modern” JQR 100.2 (2010)


